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1. INTRODUCTION
In these notes I want to describe recent developments concerning chiral anomalies
and hamiltonian quantization, their relation to the theory of gerbes, extensions of
generalized loop algebras using the residue calculus of pseudodifferential operators,
and a new renormalization method in QFT.
In 1 + 1 space-time dimensions the gauge current is a multiplication operator
acting in the one-particle fermionic Hilbert space H. In particular, the time com-
ponents of the current are infinitesimal generators for the group of gauge transfor-
mations. If the physical space is compactified as a circle, then this group is the
loop group LG. A peculiar property of QFT in one space-dimension is that most
interesting operators (including the gauge current) can be second quantized using
a standard normal ordering prescription. The mathematical reason for this is that
the parts of the one-particle operators mixing positive and negative energy states
are Hilbert-Schmidt.
The second quantized operators obey a slightly different algebra than their clas-
sical counterparts. In the process of quantization the Lie algebra gl1 of quantizable
operators is promoted to a centrally extended Lie algebra ĝl1. The central extension
is defined by a 2-cocycle, the Lundberg cocycle [Lu]. On the group level, we have
a central extension of the group GL1. This includes the loop group LG, leading to
a central extension L̂G, the affine Kac-Moody group.
In higher than 1 + 1 dimensions new problems arise. The simple normal order-
ing method is not sufficient to make the second quantized operators well-defined.
Additional renormalization is needed. In the case of fermions in background gauge
or gravitational fields the renormalization is achieved by a conjugation by unitary
field dependent operators which reduce the size of the off-diagonal (with respect
to the energy polarization) blocks of the observables. The size of the operators
is best estimated by looking the asymptotic behavior, in momentum space, of the
pseudodifferential symbols. In compact physical space of dimension d a symbol is
of Hilbert-Schmidt type iff it falls to zero faster than |p|−d/2 when |p| 7→ ∞.
After the initial renormalization in the one-particle space the operators can be
quantized by normal ordering. The Lundberg cocycle leads to an extension of the
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original observable algebra. However, now the extension is not simply a central one
because the renormalization is (external) field dependent and therefore the normal
ordering subtraction depends also on the external fields. The resulting algebra is
an extension of the original one by complex functions of the external fields. At
first sight the cocycle is a very complicated expression in the fields. However, by
writing the Lundberg cocycle in a cohomologically equivalent form, as a residue
of an appropriate operator, we get a simple local expression. The reason is that
the residue picks up only the terms which are of degree −d in momentum space.
The residue formula for the equivalent of Lundberg cocycle is closely related to the
Radul cocycle. In fact, it can be viewed as a twisted version of the latter, the twist
being defined by the sign of the energy, theorem 5.13. Note that this is only a
partial cocycle in the Lie algebra of PSDO’s. The cocycle property is valid only for
PSDO’s X satisfying the Hilbert-Schmidt condition on [ǫ,X ].
The plan of these notes is the following. In section 2 we shall go through some
basic definitions in symbol calculus of PSDO’s and the residue of a PSDO is defined
and its fundamental properties are discussed. In section 3 we discuss the Radul co-
cycle defining a central extension of the Lie algebra of PSDO’s. The renormalization
needed in higher dimensional setting is explained in section 4 and is then applied
in 5 for computing the structure of the quantized current algebra. In section 6
we take a different, more geometric, point of view and study the structure of the
bundle of fermionic Fock spaces parametrized by external fields with the help of
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem. Finally we explain the geometry of the
bundle in terms of the theory of gerbes. This subsection is based on recent obser-
vations of A. Carey and M. Murray on the role of the Dixmier-Douady class of a
bundle gerbe (this variant of the more general gerbe theory [Br] was introduced in
[Mu]) in quantization; actually, similar arguments were used previously in [M1] in
the study of 3+1 dimensional Schwinger terms but the role of he DD class was not
understood at that time. The bridge between APS index theory and bundle gerbes
was constructed in [CaMiMu].
2. RESIDUE CALCULUS OF PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
We shall consider differential and pseudodifferential operators defined in some
domain in Rn. A PSDO A is defined by giving its symbol a. The symbol is a
smooth matrix valued function a(x, p) of coordinates x = (x1, . . . , xn) and momenta
p = (p1, . . . , pn). The action of A onto a square integrable vector valued function
in Rn is given by
(2.1) (Aψ)(x) =
1
(2π)n/2
∫
a(x, p)e−ip·xψˆ(p)dp
where
ψˆ(p) =
1
(2π)n/2
∫
eip·xψ(x)dx
is the Fourier transform of ψ.
We shall consider only classical PSDO’s; they have an asymptotic expansion,
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valid for |p| 7→ ∞,
(2.2) a(x, p) ∼
∑
k=m,m−1,...
ak(x, p)
where each ak is a homogeneous function of degree k in the momenta, in the sense
that ak(x, λp) = λ
kak(x, p) for any real positive λ. The highest degree m is the
order of the PSDO A and am is its principal symbol. Any classical PSDO has a
unique asymptotic expansion but two different PSDO’s might have the same as-
ymptotic expansion. The operator is unique up to addition by a infinitely smoothing
operator A. The characteristic property of an infinitely smoothing symbol is that
it approaches zero faster than inverse of any polynomial as |p| 7→ ∞. An example
is the operator defined by the smooth symbol exp(−|p|2).
Let A,B be a pair of PSDO’s with symbols a, b. The product AB has a symbol
a ∗ b which is given by the formula
(2.3) (a ∗ b)(x, p) =
∑
m
(−i)|m|
m!
(∂mp a(x, p))(∂
m
x b(x, p))
where m = (m1, m2, . . . , mm) are nonnegative integers, |m| = m1 + . . .mn, m! =
m1!m2! . . .mn!, ∂
m
p = (
∂
∂p1
)m1 . . . ( ∂
∂pn
)mn , and similarly for ∂mx .
If A is of order k and B is of order ℓ then AB is of order k+ ℓ and the principal
symbol of AB is the matrix product of the principal symbols of A,B. Note that the
subleading term in the commutator ak ∗ bl − bl ∗ ak is given by the Poisson bracket
−i{ak, bl}.
A PSDO is a trace class operator if its order is strictly less than −n. The trace
is then given by
trA =
1
(2π)n
∫
tr a(x, p)dxdp
the trace under the integral being the ordinary matrix trace. There is a usefull
alternative linear complex valued functional on the algebra of PSDO’s which also
has the characteristic property that the ’trace’ of a commutator is zero. This is
the operator residue, due to V. Guillemin and M. Wodzicki [Gu],[Wo]. It is simply
defined as
(2.4) Res(A) =
1
(2π)n
∫
|p|=1
tr a−n(x, p)dxdS(p)
where dS is the volume form on the sphere |p| = 1. Alternatively,
(2.5) Res(A) =
1
(2π)n
∫
S
tr a−n(x, p)dxθ(dθ)
n−1
where θ =
∑
pidxi is the symplectic 1-form and S is any surface homotopic to the
unit sphere in momentum space. This latter definition motivates the name operator
residue. Let us restate the basic property
(2.6) Res[A,B] = 0
for any pair of PSDO’s.
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The operator residue is closely related to another form of trace: The Dixmier
trace trD. The latter is defined for operators with a spectrum such that
lim
Λ→∞
∫
|λ|≤Λ
|λ|dµ(λ)
is (at most) logarithmically diverging, where dµ is the spectral measure. The
Dixmier trace of a positive operator is then defined as the coefficient of logΛ in
the above expression as Λ → ∞. The case of a nonpositive operator needs more
care but we shall not discuss that problem here because we shall need only (2.4).
Suppose now A is a PSDO of order −n. By a simple computation one observes
that each ak has a finite ordinary trace when k < −n. But the cut-off trace (mo-
mentum cut-off |p| ≤ Λ) of a−n behaves like log(Λ)× const. for large Λ where the
constant is the integral of a−n(x, p) over the spherical directions in the momentum
space (since a−n is a homogeneous function of degree −n), thus being equal to the
residue of A. It follows that for PSDO’s of degree −n the Dixmier trace is the same
as the residue. For trace class operators both the Dixmier trace and the residue
vanish.
One can also write the operator residue as the complex residue of the zeta ζA
function associated to the operator A. Recall that
(2.7) ζA(s) =
∫
λ−sdµ(λ)
provided that there is a spectral gap around zero. This definition is valid for
positive PSDO’s of nonzero order and for large real part of the complex variable
s. By analytic continuation, the definition can be extended to the point s = 0 and
there one can define the zeta function regularized determinant log(detζA) = ζ
′
A(0).
The definition can be even extended to nonpositive operator provided that there is
a cone in the complex plane not intersecting with the spectrum of A, Friedlander
[Fr], Kontsevich, Vishik [KoVi].
If A is a PSDO of order k then asymptotically dµ(λ) ∼ |λ|(n−k)/kdλ and therefore
the zeta function has a pole at s = n/k. In particular, there is a pole at s = −1
(corresponding to naive trace of A) for k = −n. The residue at s = −1 is the residue
of the operator A.
On a vector bundle over an arbitrary compact manifold a PSDO is an operator
which in terms of local coordinates has a representation as (2.1), [Ho¨]. Even though
the basic formulas of the symbol calculus have only local meaning, the residue still
makes sense and has the cyclic property, [Wo].
3. THE RADUL COCYCLE
Let g be the Lie algebra of PSDO’s on a compact manifold M. We define a
central extension g′ = g ⊕ C of g by the commutators
[(A, λ), (B, µ)] = ([A,B], c(A,B))
where c is the Radul cocycle, [Ra] (the one-dimensional case was studied by Kravchenko
and Khesin, [KrKh])
(3.1) c(X, Y ) = Res[log|p|, A]B
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Here |p|2 =
∑
(pi)
2 is the symbol of the euclidean Laplace operator. Note that
log|p| is not a classical PSDO but the commutator [log|p|, A] is.
For any PSDO A we have
Res[log|p|, A] = 0
by integration in parts in configuration space. Therefore
0 = Res[log|p|, AB] = Res[log|p|, A]B +ResA[log|p|, B]
form which follows
Res[log|p|, A]B = −Res[log|p|, B]A
and so ω(A,B) = −ω(B,A). We have to prove the Jacobi identity for g′. This is
equivalent with the 2-cocycle relation
(3.2) c(A, [B,C]) + c(B, [A,C]) + c(C, [A,B]).
To prove (3.2) we first use the antisymmetry of ω,
c(A, [B,C]) = Res[log|p|, A][B,C] = −Res[log|p|, [B,C]]A
= −Res[[log|p|, B], C]A−Res[B, [log|p|, C]]A
= −Res[log|p|, B][C,A]−Res[log|p|, C][A,B].
The right-hand side cancels exactly the last two terms in (3.2).
In one space dimension, when using the formula (2.4) for the residue, one usually
modifies the definition of the cocycle:
(3.3) ω(A,B) =
1
2
Res ǫ[log|p|, A]B.
Here ǫ = p/|p|. In particular, if A = A(x), B = B(x) are multiplication operators
on the circle,
(3.4) ω(A,B) =
1
2π
∫
trA′(x)B(x)
is the central term of an affine Kac-Moody algebra. We shall see that in applications
to quantum field theory in higher space-time dimensions (3.3) is the correct formula
to generalize and not the Radul formula (3.1).
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4. RENORMALIZATION IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS
Consider a family of hamiltonians of the form H(t) = D0 + A(t) acting in an
one-particle Hilbert space H.We assume that D0 is a time independent self-adjoint
operator and D0+A is essentially self-adjoint in the same domain where A is some
bounded self-adjoint operator. We shall also assume that A(t) has compact support
in the time variable t, A(t) = 0 for |t| > T. We study the time evolution equation
(4.1) i∂tU(t) = H(t)U(t), U(−T ) = 1.
Writing V (t) = exp(itD0)U(t) exp(iTD0) we obtain an equivalent equation
(4.2) i∂tV (t) = h(t)V (t) with V (−T ) = 1
where h(t) = eitD0A(t)e−itD0 . Since h(t) is bounded and has finite support in t this
equation has a solution for all times given by the Dyson expansion
(4.3) V (t) = 1 +
∑
n≥1
(−i)n
∫
t>tn···>t1>−T
· · ·
∫
h(tn) . . . h(t2)h(t1)dtn . . . dt2dt1
Let ǫ = D0/|D0|. We assume that zero is not an eigenvalue of D0. The spectral
decomposition H = H+⊕H− corresponding to the splitting of the spectrum of D0
to positive and negative parts fixes an irreducible representation of the canonical
anticommutation relations (CAR), uniquely defined up to equivalence, in a Fock
space F with a vacuum |0 > which is annihilated by the elements a∗(v) and a(u),
v ∈ H−, u ∈ H+, of the CAR algebra
(4.4) a∗(v)a(v′) + a(v′)a∗(v) = (v, v′),
and all the other anticommutators are equal to zero. Let {en}n∈Z be an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors of D0 such that the negative indices correspond to negative
eigenvalues and nonnegative indices correspond to positive eigenvalues. Set an =
a(en) and a
∗
n = a
∗(en). Fix the usual normal ordering for the products of creation
and annihilation operators by : a∗nam := −ama
∗
n if n = m < 0 and all the other
products remain unchanged.
It is known that a bounded one-particle operator A = (Anm) can be canonically
quantized as
(4.5) Aˆ =
∑
Anm : a
∗
nam :
iff [ǫ, A] is Hilbert-Schmidt, for a survey on these matters see [Ar]. This quantization
preserves the commutation relations of the Lie algebra of linear operators except
for a complex valued cocycle (’Schwinger term’) cL. The Lundberg’s cocycle cL is
given by, [Lu],
(4.6) cL(X, Y ) =
1
4
tr ǫ[ǫ,X ][ǫ, Y ]
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for a pair X, Y of quantizable one-particle operators. The commutation relations
of the corresponding quantum operators are
(4.7) [Xˆ, Yˆ ] = [̂X, Y ] + cL(X, Y ).
In general, for the interaction term A, [ǫ, A] is not Hilbert-Schmidt, [ǫ, U ] is
neither Hilbert-Schmidt and therefore the canonical quantum operator Uˆ does not
exist.
We assume that the free hamiltonian D0 is a self-adjoint PSDO of degree ≥ 1.
We also shall make the following additional assumptions:
(1) A is bounded PSDO (thus of degree zero)
(2) deg[|D0|, A] is less or equal to degA.
These properties hold for example when D0 is a Dirac operator and A = γ
µAµ
is a gauge interaction term. Define an unitary operator
(4.8) TA = exp(
1
4
|D0|
−1[D0, A]|D0|
−1).
Note that TA = 1 + K, where the degree of K is less or equal to degA − 1. The
operator TA takes a solution of the time evolution equation for the hamiltonianH(t)
to a solution of the equivalent hamiltonian H ′(t) = TAH(t)T
−1
A − i(∂tTA)T
−1
A .
Lemma 4.9. With the above assumptions on the interaction A the operator [ǫ, A′]
is a PSDO of degree k − 1, where A′ = H ′ −D0 and the degree of [ǫ, A] is k.
Proof. Now
A′ = TAAT
−1
A − [D0, TA]T
−1
A − i(∂tTA)T
−1
A .
Modulo terms of degree k − 1,
[ǫ, A′] = [ǫ, A]− [D0, [ǫ,
1
4
|D0|
−1[D0, A]|D0|
−1].
On the other hand, the second term is equal to
1
4
[ǫ, |D0|
−1[D0, [D0, A]]|D0|
−1]
=
1
4
[ǫ,−2ǫAǫ+ ǫD0A|D0|
−1 + |D0|
−1AD0ǫ] =
1
4
[ǫ,−2ǫAǫ+ 2A] +O(k − 1)
= [ǫ, A] +O(k − 1)
and thus cancels the O(k) part of the first term.
We can apply this method successively: Starting from some interaction A0 = A
such that deg[ǫ, A] = k ≤ 0 we get a new interaction A1 = A
′ using the conjugation
TA.We can then insert A1 as an argument to T and obtain an unitary operator TA1 .
This defines again a new interaction A2 such that deg[ǫ, A2] ≤ k − 2. Continuing
this way we obtain, after p steps, an unitary operator T
(p)
A = TAp−1 . . . TA0 such
that the time evolution for the operator T
(p)
A U(t) is determined by an interaction
Ap such that [ǫ, Ap] is of degree ≤ k−p. In particular, for p > n the new interaction
satisfies the Hilbert-Schmidt condition. Thus we have, [LaMi],
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Theorem 4.10. There is an unitary PSDO TA, depending continuously on A,
such that the time evolution TAU(t) satisfies the time evolution equation with the
hamiltonian H ′(t) = D0 +A
′ such that [ǫ, A′] is Hilbert-Schmidt. The operator TA
is obtained as a product of the operators (4.8) obtained recursively from the initial
A. Furthermore, at times |t| > T (for which A(t) = 0) the transformation TA is the
identity operator.
This theorem was proven in [LaMi] for writing a simplified (compared with the
original proofs of Palmer and Ruijsenaars [Pa], [Ru]) proof of the existence of the
fermionic scattering matrix in external field problems. The renormalization which
we introduced above has the important property that the time evolution operator
for all intermediate times can be implemented in the free fermionic Fock space.
This is in striking contrast with the more conventional approaches were only the
asymptotic scattering operator is implementable. We are note going to pursue on
the scattering problems any more here. Instead, we shall use our method in the
next section for a renormalization of the current algebra and calculation of the
Schwinger terms.
5. SCHWINGER TERMS
We shall assume that the physical space M = Rn and that the vector potentials,
infinitesimal gauge transformations, and the symbols of all other PSDO’s considered
below fall off at |x| 7→ ∞ at least like |x|−n/2−α for some positive α.
In this section we shall work in the hamiltonian formalism. At a fixed instant of
time, t = 0 say, the renormalization operator TA of the previous section becomes a
time independent function of the potential A(t = 0). The hamiltonian is conjugated
as H ′ = TAHT
−1
A . The currents (multiplication operator in the one-particle space)
are also affected by the renormalization. Before the renormalization the action of
a gauge transformation g consists of a multiplication operator in the one-particle
fermionic Hilbert space and the usual gauge action in the space of background vector
potentials. After the renormalization in the one-particle space the new fermionic
gauge action is given by the operator
(5.1) Ω(g;A) = TA g(TAg)
−1.
Here Ag = g−1Ag + g−1dg is the gauge transformed potential. By definition, Ω
satisfies the one-cocycle equation
(5.2) Ω(gg′;A) = Ω(g;A)Ω(g′;Ag).
Differentiating Ω along one-parameter subgroups one obtains the operators θ(X ;A) =
TAXT
−1
A − (LXTA)T
−1
A for infinitesimal gauge transformations X : M → g. Here
LX is the Lie derivative in the direction of the infinitesimal gauge transformation
X. They satisfy
(5.3) θ([X, Y ];A) = LXθ(Y ;A)−LY θ(X ;A) + [θ(X ;A), θ(Y ;A)].
Note that the modified Gauss law generators G′X = LX + θ(X ;A) satisfy the same
commutation relations as the unrenormalized operators GX = LX + X. This is
because actually G′X = TAGXT
−1
A .
The operators θ(X ;A) satisfy
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Lemma 5.4. [ǫ, θ(X ;A)] ∈ L2.
Proof. Let ǫ(A) be the sign of the hamiltonianDA = D0+A; we use the abreviation
A = Akγk. Here γkγl + γlγk = 2gkl is the usual γ-matrix algebra, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n.
Since the commutator of the renormalized interaction A′ with ǫ is Hilbert-Schmidt,
the difference ǫ(A)− T−1A ǫTA is also Hilbert-Schmidt.
But
[ǫ,Ω(g;A)] = ǫ TA g(TAg)
−1 − TA g(TAg)
−1 ǫ
= TA
(
(TA
−1 ǫ TA)g − g((TAg)
−1 ǫ TA)
)
TA
−1
≡ TA (ǫ(A
g)g − g ǫ(A)) (TAg)
−1 mod L2
where L2 is the ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators and we have used the gauge
transformation rule g−1ǫ(A)g = ǫ(Ag). The statement for θ(X ;A) follows by taking
the derivative with respect to a one-parameter subgroup.
From (5.4) follows that the canonically quantized operators θˆ(X ;A) exist. The
second quantized Gauss law generators Gˆ′X = θˆ(X ;A) +LX act on wave functions
ψ(A) taking values in the free fermionic Fock space F . The geometric meaning of
the renormalization T is this: The fermionic Fock spaces for each background field
A form a vector bundle over A, the space of smooth external potentials. This bundle
is trivial since the base is an affine space. Nevertheless, the representations of the
CAR algebra in different fibers are inequivalent. The renormalization operator TA
identifies the Fock space over A with the free Fock space over A = 0.
Remark We could take a more general point of view: Take A as the space of all
perturbations of the free hamiltonian D0 by bounded PSDO’s satisfying. Assume
that the symbol of D0 is p = pkγk plus operators of order less or equal to zero,
i.e., D0 is a generalized Dirac operator. The gauge group G can be taken as the
group of unitary PSDO’s g such that the principal symbol g0 commutes with p.;
this includes in particular the group of ordinary gauge transformations. Lemma 5.4
remains valid in this general setting and the method below for the computation of
the Schwinger terms can be applied.
The generators Gˆ′X satisfy the commutation relations
(5.5) [Gˆ′X , Gˆ
′
Y ] = Gˆ
′
[X,Y ] + c(X, Y ;A)
where
(5.6) c(X, Y ;A) = cL(θ(X ;A), θ(Y ;A)).
From the definition follows immediately the 2-cocycle property
(5.7) 0 = c(X, [Y, Z];A) + LXc(Y, Z;A) + cyclic permutations
The trace of a PSDO on Rn is given as the integral of the total symbol,
(5.8) trA =
1
(2π)n
∫
tr a(x, p)dxdp
where a is the symbol of an operator A. Since the symbol is assumed to be smooth,
the convergence of the integral depends only on the asymptotic properties of the
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symbol. Assuming that the x integral exists, a sufficient condition for the (absolute)
convergence of the trace is that the degree of the operator is strictly less than −n.
It is useful to extend the formula (5.8) to the case when the integral converges
only conditionally in the following sense:
(5.9) trC A = limΛ→∞
∫
|p|<Λ
dp
∫
dx tr a(x, p).
Suppose next that A is a PSDO such that the point-wise trace of the homoge-
neous term a−n is a total derivative in momentum space, tr a−n =
∑n
k=1
∂fk
∂pk
, each
fk being homogeneous and of degree −n + 1 in momenta. Then we can define a
trace trA in the following way. For a finite value of the cut-off we have
(5.10) trΛA =
∑
i≤N
Λiαi(A).
In principle we should also have a logarithmically diverging term log(Λ) · αlog(A)
arising from the homogeneous symbol of degree −n. However, the assumption that
this particular symbol is a total derivative leads instead to the finite expression
∫
|p|=Λ
tr
pk
|p|
fk(p, x)dpdx
which is independent of the value of the cut-off. It follows that we can define
consistently
(5.11) TRA = α0(A).
For trace-class operators TRA = trA is the standard trace. Furthermore, if A is
conditionally trace class then trCA = TRA. (Along these lines there is a theory
of traces of PSDO’s of nonintegral order in a more general setting on a compact
manifold by Kontsevich and Vishik, [KoVi].)
Lemma 5.12. Let A,B a pair of PSDO’s on Rn (with the asymptotic x− space
properties stated earlier). Then TR[A,B] exists and is equal to Res[log|p|, A]B.
Proof. See [CFNW]. Note that TRA does not exist for all operators A and therefore
the cocycle TR[A,B] is nontrivial.
Theorem 5.13. Let b be the Lie algebra of all PSDO’s of degree zero such that
[ǫ,X ] is of degree less than −n/2. Then the cocycle cL is well-defined on b. The
function c(X, Y ) = 1
2
Res ǫ[log|p|, X ]Y is also a 2-cocycle on b, equivalent with cL.
Proof. In this generality, the theorem was proven in [CFNW]; for the particular
case of renormalized gauge currents it was proven earlier in [M2]. We give here a
simpler proof. We can write
cL(X, Y ) =
1
2
trC [ǫ,X ]Y =
1
2
TR [ǫ,X ]Y
=
1
2
TR ([Xǫ, Y ]− ǫ[X, Y ]) =
1
2
TR[Xǫ, Y ]−
1
2
TR ǫ[X, Y ].(5.14)
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The first term on the right is in the TR class because it is a commutator. Since
we know that the sum is conditionally covergent, the second term is also in the TR
class. We can define an extension TR′ of TR to the space of all PSDO’s. This is
of course not unique, but any extension will do. Define λ(X) = TR′ǫX. Obviously
TR ǫ[X, Y ] is a coboundary of λ. Thus the Lundberg cocycle is cohomologous to
the first term on the right in (5.14). Using (5.12) we obtain
cL(X, Y ) ∼ −
1
2
Res[log|p|, Y ]Xǫ = −
1
2
Res ǫ[log|p|, Y ]X =
1
2
Res ǫ[log|p|, X ]Y.
Now we can apply this general formula to the case of renormalized current op-
erators. For example, in three space dimensions and in the case of 2-component
fermions we can choose TA such that it has the following asymptotic expansion:
(5.15) TA = 1 +
1
4
[p, A]
|p|2
+O(−2).
Here p = pkσk and A = Akσk and the σk’s are the hermitian Pauli matrices,
k = 1, 2, 3.We have dropped the lower order terms because they are already Hilbert-
Schmidt. Of course, they must be included in order to preserve unitarity. For
calculating Schwinger terms we do not need any terms which are of order less than
−2. This is because the residue in theorem (5.13) depends only on the degree three
term; on the other hand, the commutator with log|p| introduces one extra factor
1/|p|, so X, Y need to be known only down to degree −2.
The renormalized currents are given then as (X, Y are now multiplication oper-
ators by Lie algebra valued functions)
(5.16)
θ(X ;A) = X+
i
4|p|2
[p, dX ]−
1
4|p|2
[σk, A]∂kX+
[p, A]
2|p|4
pk∂kX+
[p, A]
16|p|4
[p, dX ]+O(−3).
Here dX = σk∂kX. Inserting θ(X ;A) and θ(Y ;A) as the arguments in the cocycle,
instead of X, Y, one obtains after a straight-forward computation, [Mi2],
(5.17) c(X, Y ;A) =
i
24π2
∫
trA ∧ (dX ∧ dY − dY ∧ dX).
This is the Faddeev-Mickelsson cocycle found in another context in [Mi3], [F-Sh].
6. GERBES, INDEX THEORY, ANOMALIES
In this section we want to describe a more geometric approach to the problem of
construction of the family of Fock spaces parametrized by external vector potentials
and the action of the gauge group. Actually, the method here is very general and
applies as well to the case of an external metric field or any other interactions for
that matter. In order to keep the discussion as simple as possible we shall restrict
to the case of vector potentials.
The fermionic Fock spaces parametrized by Yang-Mills potentials form a vector
bundle F over the space A. In the case of chiral massless fermions there are sub-
tleties in defining this bundle. The difficulty is related to the fact that the splitting
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of the one particle fermionic Hilbert space H to positive and negative energies is not
a continuous function of the external field. One can easily construct paths in the
space of external fields such that at some point on the path a positive energy state
dives into the negative energy space (or vice versa). These points are obviously
discontinuities in the definition of the space of negative energy states and therefore
the fermionic vacua do not form of smooth vector bundle over the space of external
fields. This problem does not arise if we have massive fermions in the temporal
gauge A0 = 0. In that case there is a mass gap [−m,m] in the spectrum of the
Dirac hamiltonians and the polarization to positive and negative energy subspaces
is indeed continuous.
If λ is a real number not in the spectrum of the hamiltonian then one can
define a bundle of fermionic Fock spaces F ′A,λ over the set Uλ of external fields
A, λ /∈ Spec(DA). The vacuum in F
′
A,λ is defined by the polarization of the one-
particle space to positive and negative spectrum of the operator DA − λ. It turns
out that the Fock spaces F ′A,λ and F
′
A,λ′ are naturally isomorphic up to a phase.
The phase is related to the arbitrariness in filling the Dirac sea between vacuum
levels λ, λ′. Such a filling is given corresponds (because of the anticommutation
relations) to an exterior product v1 ∧ v2 ∧ . . . vm of a complete orthonormal set of
eigenvectors DAvi = λivi with λ < λi < λ
′. A rotation of the eigenvector basis
gives a multiplication of the exterior product by the determinant of the rotation.
Thus there is a well-defined complex line DETλλ′(A) for each A ∈ Uλ ∩Uλ′ = Uλλ′
and
(6.1) F ′A,λ′ = F
′
A,λ ⊗DETλλ′(A)
over the intersection set. We setDETλ′λ = DET
−1
λλ′ for λ < λ
′.Note that from these
definitions follows immediately that the line DETλλ′′ can be naturally identified
as DETλλ′ ⊗DETλ′λ′′ , i.e., the local line bundles DETλλ′ form a cocycle over the
open cover {Uλ} of A. In order to compensate the dependence on λ in the definition
of the Fock spaces we search for a family of complex line bundles DETλ over the
open sets Uλ such that
(6.2) DETλ′ = DETλ′λ ⊗DETλ
over Uλλ′ . Obviously, the cocycle property of the of the line bundles DETλλ′ is a
necessary condition for the existence of the family of bundles DETλ. It is not very
hard to prove that this is also a sufficient condition, [Mi1]. This follows also form
the general theory of bundle gerbes [Mu] since A is topologically trivial.
We define the tensor product
(6.3) FA,λ = F
′
A,λ ⊗DETA,λ.
Using (6.1) and (6.2) we observe that the right-hand side is independent from λ
and one has a well-defined bundle F of Fock spaces over all of A.
Next one can ask what is the action of the gauge group in F . The gauge action
in Uλ lifts naturally to F
′. Thus the only problem is to construct a lift of the action
on the base to the total space of DETλ. Note that the determinant bundle here
is a bundle over external fields in odd dimension, and therefore one would expect
that it is trivial (curvature equal to zero) on the basis of families index theorem.
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However, it turns out that the relevant determinant bundle actually comes from a
determinant bundle in even dimensions. Instead of single vector potentials we must
study paths in A, thus the extra dimension. The relevant index theorem is then
the APS theorem for even dimensional manifolds with a boundary; physically, the
boundary can be interpreted as the union of the space at the present time and in
the infinite past, [CaMiMu].
We recall some facts about lifting a group action on the base space X of a
complex line bundle to the total space E. Let ω be the curvature 2-form of the line
bundle. It is integral in the sense that
∫
ω over any cycle is 2π× an integer. Let G
be a group acting smoothly on X. Then there is an extension Gˆ which acts on E
and covers the G action on X. The fiber of Gˆ → G is equal to Map(X,S1). As a
vector space, the Lie algebra of the extension is g⊕Map(X, iR). The commutators
are defined as
(6.4) [(a, α), (b, β)] = ([a, b], ω(a, b)+ Laβ −Lbα)
where a, b ∈ g and α, β : X → iR. The vector fields generated by the G action on
X are denoted by the same symbols as the Lie algebra elements a, b; thus ω(a, b) is
the function on X obtained by evaluating the 2-form ω along the vector fields a, b.
The Jacobi identity
ω([a, b], c) + Laω(b, c) + cyclic permutations = 0
for the Lie algebra extension gˆ follows from dω = 0.
What we need is a formula for the curvature of the line bundles DETλ along
gauge directions. Not surprisingly, this is given by a reduction from a secondary
characteristic class. Recall that in even space-time dimensions the Chern class of
the determinant line bundle is obtained by starting from an appropriate charac-
teristic class (the class appearing in the index formula of Dirac operators) in two
higher dimensions and then integrating over the space-time manifold; this leaves a
closed integral differential form of degree two on the parameter space of the Dirac
operators, [AS]. In the odd dimensional case here one starts from the APS index
formula on a manifold with a boundary, [APS]. The formula contains two pieces on
the right-hand side. The first is an integral of a local differential polynomial (the
same as in the case without boundary) and the second is the so-called eta-invariant
which contains nonlocal information about the spectrum of the boundary Dirac
operator. The essential property of the eta-invariant is that it is gauge invariant.
For that reason it does not give a contribution to the curvature of the determinant
bundle along gauge orbits. Everything comes from the local differential polynomial;
the non- gauge invariant piece of the latter comes from the boundary and is equal
to a secondary characteristic class. In simple situations this is just a Chern-Simons
form.
Integrating the Chern-Simons form in 2n+3 dimensions over the 2n+1 dimen-
sional physical space gives a 2-form along gauge orbits.
For example, when dimM = 1, starting from the Chern-Simons form 1
8pi2
tr(AdA+
2
3A
3) we get
(6.5) ωA(X, Y ) =
1
4π
∫
S1
trAφ[X, Y ],
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the curvature at the point A in the directions of infinitesimal gauge transformations
X, Y. (Note the normalization factor 2π relating the Chern class to the curvature
formula.) This is not quite the central term of an affine Kac-Moody algebra, but
it is equivalent to it (in the cohomology with coefficients in Map(A,C)). In other
words, there is a 1-form θ along gauge orbits in A such that dθ = ω − c, where
(6.6) c(X, Y ) =
i
2π
∫
trX∂φY
is the central term of the Kac-Moody algebra, considered as a closed constant
coefficient 2-form on the gauge orbits. There is a simple explicit expression for θ,
θA(X) =
i
4π
∫
trAX.
When dimM = 3 the curvature (or equivalently, the Schwinger term) is obtained
from the five dimensional Chern-Simons form
CS5(A) =
i
24π3
tr(A(dA)2 +
3
2
A3dA+
3
5
A5).
By the same procedure as in the one dimensional case we obtain
(6.7) ωA(X, Y ) =
i
4π2
∫
tr
(
(AdA+ dAA+ A3)[X, Y ] +XdAY A− Y dAXA
)
.
This differs from the FM cocycle
ω′A(X, Y ) =
i
24π2
∫
trA(dXdY − dY dX)
by the coboundary of
−i
24π2
∫
tr(AdA+ dAA+A3)X.
The Dixmier-Douady class
Let PF be the bundle of projective Fock spaces FA/C
× over A. Because the
action of G on A lifts to the total space F modulo A-dependent phases arising from
the Schwinger terms the group G acts on PF . The action of the subgroup G0 of
based gauge transformations is free and therefore we can define the quotient bundle
PF/G0 over the manifold A/G0. This projective bundle is nontrivial in the sense
that there is no Hilbert bundle H over A/G0 whose projectivization would be equal
to PF/G0, [Se]. The obstruction to constructing the Hilbert bundle is a certain
element ω3 ∈ H
3(A/G0,Z), called the Dixmier-Douady class of the bundle, [Br].
The relation of the DD class to quantum field theory was recently clarified by Carey
and Murray, [CaMu]; see also [CaMuWa]. I shall briefly describe the construction
of ω3 below.
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We need a locally finite partition of unity on X = A/G0 subordinate to the
covering by the open sets Vλ = π(Uλ) where π : A → A/G0 is the projection. On a
locally compact manifold there exists always a partition of unity subordinate to a
given open cover. However, in this case X is not locally compact and we have no
proof of the existence of the partition of unity. For that reason we assume that X
stands for any finite- dimensional submanifold of A/G0 or any other submanifold
such that there is a partition of unity {fλ} subordinate to the open sets X ∩ Vλ.
Let θλλ′ be a representative for the Chern class of the bundle DETλλ′ . Because of
the cocycle property of the line bundles we can choose the 2-forms θλλ′ such that
(6.8) θλλ′ + θλ′λ′′ = θλλ′′
The forms θλλ′ on Uλλ′ descend to forms on Vλλ′ .
We define
(6.9) θλ(x) =
∑
λ′
θλλ′(x)fλ′(x)
at points x ∈ Vλ. Now we have
(6.10) θλ − θλ′ =
∑
λ′′
(θλλ′′ − θλ′λ′′)fλ′′ =
∑
λ′′
θλλ′fλ′′ = θλλ′
by (6.8) and by
∑
fλ(x) = 1, on the intersection Vλλ′ . The forms θλ are not closed
but on the intersection Vλλ′ we have dθλ = dθλ′ since θλλ′ is closed. Thus we may
patch together the closed forms dθλ to a global closed form ω3 on X. This is the
Dixmier-Douady class of the projective bundle PF .
The above construction is an example of a bundle gerbe, introduced by Murray,
[Mu] (which in turn is a specialization of the more general theory of gerbes, [Br]).
A bundle gerbe is defined as follows. Let π : Y → X be some fibration; in general
this is not locally trivial, so Y does not need to be a fiber bundle over X. Let
Y [2] = {(y, y′) ∈ Y × Y |π(y) = π(y′)}.
A bundle gerbe is a principal C× bundle P over Y [2] with a smooth associative
composition map
P(x,y) × P(y,z) → P(x,z).
The bundle gerbe has also an identity (which is a section of P over the diagonal
Y ⊂ Y [2]) and an inverse P(x,y) → P(y,x), p 7→ p
−1.
Example Let X = A and Y = {(A, λ)|A ∈ A, λ /∈ Spec(DA)}. π : Y → X
is the natural projection. In this case Y [2] = {(A, λ, λ′)|λ, λ′ /∈ Spec(DA)}. The
bundle P over Y [2] is obtained as the collection of the line bundles DETλλ′ (with
the zero section deleted) over the sets {(A, λ, λ′)|A ∈ Uλλ′} ⊂ Y
[2]. Similarly, a
curvature form θ for P is obtained by patching together the local 2-forms θλλ′ .
The fiber product is given by the natural identification of DETλλ′ ⊗DETλ′λ′′ and
DETλλ′′ . Since the bundles DETλλ′ descend to Vλλ′ and the forms θλλ′ are gauge
invariant, the whole construction descends to the quationt by G0 producing a bundle
gerbe over A/G0.
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In the above example the bundle gerbe over A is trivial (since A) is flat, which
means that
P = π1
∗(L)⊗ π2
∗(L−1)
for some line bundle L over Y. In our example L is obtained by patching together
the local bundles DETλ. However, the corresponding bundle gerbe over A/G0 is
nontrivial. The obstruction to trivializing P/G0 is given by the Dixmier-Douady
class [ω3].
In general, the DD class is constructed starting from the short exact sequence
of de Rham complexes
0→ Ω∗(X)
pi∗
→ Ω∗(Y )
pi1
∗−pi2
∗
→ Ω∗(Y [2]) ∩ Im(π1
∗ − π2
∗)→ 0.
This induces a long exact sequence in cohomology:
· · · → Hq(X)
pi∗
→ Hq(Y )
pi1
∗−pi2
∗
→ Hqpi(Y
[2])
∆
→ Hq+1(X)→ . . .
where Hqpi denotes the image of π1
∗−π2
∗. The form ω3 which we constructed above
is actually equal to ∆(θ). However, the same reservation applies to the use of the
exact sequence as we had before in the construction of ω3 : The construction of the
map ∆ uses a locally finite open cover, so strictly speaking it is valid only in the
case of locally compact manifolds.
Finally, I want to mention an important topic closely related to the problems
discussed in these notes but which were omitted here because of lack of time and
space. The structure of the current algebra and anomalies in gauge theory can
be described in a more general setting of Fredholm modules, incorporating ideas
from noncommutative geometry, [Co]. This was initiated in [MiRa] (see also the
monograph in [Mi3]) and generalized even further in recent articles, see [La] and
references therein.
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